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Chapter 531 Using That Woman  

Austos had a hidden rich residential area, and one villa was located in the southeast corner of it  

the among greenery,  

looking inconspicuous. A low-key black car went to its entrance and slowly stopped. Soon, Kylan and 

Zane got off. Kylan  

went to the other side of the car and opened the door to help Olivia to get off.  

Olivia had lingering fear after such an incident although Kylan had told her that they were working for 

August. When the car door opened, she looked at the strange villa, hesitating whether to get out or not. 

Suddenly, the iron gate was pushed open, and a familiar face appeared in her sight. Immediately, Olivia 

showed a surprised look with tears in her  

eyes, quickly got out of the car, and shouted, "Lucia!"  

"Olivia!" Lucia stepped forward to support her. Seeing her, she was also so excited that she almost burst 

into tears. Olivia looked at her uncertainly and asked, "Is this true? Is August waiting for me?"  

Lucia nodded seriously, "Yes, he is waiting inside. This way, please."  

Olivia was old, so when she heard her words, she staggered forward with obvious vicissitudes on her 

face.  

Thinking Olivia would see August in a wheelchair soon, Lucia subconsciously slowed down because she 

couldn't bear to  

see it. She knew Olivia would be sad to see her grandson become like this.  

Even though Lucia didn't want to see the scene, Olivia walked to the gate quickly. After stepping in, she 

saw August in the  

wheelchair. He was wearing a soft off-white sweater and brown trousers. He had not dressed up, and 

his hair was a little  

messy, but his casual look somehow made his thin body look gentler. When he looked at Olivia, there 

was a rare soothing  

his 

soon as Olivia saw him, she froze in place, unable to speak. It was not until August greeted her that 

wheelchair, she trembled. And soon, 

and raised her trembling hands, but she didn't dare to touch 

him. Then, she 

August took the initiative to hold her hands and then said softly, "Don't worry, I'm 



was a smart elder, so as soon as she saw 

to her senses and asked, "Did Bishop do it?" 

his eyes slightly and frowned, 

hadn't brought that woman back home, you would not have suffered..." 

them, 

had felt that the Adams family was extremely powerful and rich, but she had 

a family would also have internal strife. It turned out that the simpler a family was, 

to accept the fact that her 

so she 

for the family doctor and gave her a medical 

stable. After more than two hours, the sky became dark, and the villa gradually 

quieted down.  

a small bar next to the dining room on the first floor with a wine cabinet full of Joshua's 

sitting beside the wine cabinet and discussing something in 

Bishop has suffered a great loss, so he will put up all his 

to change our plan." 

the time while holding a wine glass with a frown. After a while, he said coldly, 

about it carefully. With our current ability, 

and then shook his head, "It's too 


